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Plan of the talk:  four deep questions

1)  Why do we care about combinatorial interpretations?
2)  Why are people so positive about their existence 

against both evidence, reason and experience?
3) What are combinatorial interpretations?
4) How can we prove that they don’t exist? 



Most wanted combinatorial interpretations 

(2000)



Why work on combinatorial interpretations? 

When you ask the experts, they tell you:

1) Intellectual curiosity
2) Need to publish
3) Blind belief in the mission
4) Getting estimates
5) Saturation-type problems

(after Knutson-Tao)
6)  Vanishing problems



Why would they exist?

Kroneckers 
real soon!

Schuberts 
real soon!



Why would they NOT exist?
Very brief history of negative results:



Seriously, why  would Kronecker coefficients 
have a combinatorial interpretation?

Imaginary conversation of 15 y.o. Gauss and his friend:

(Braunschweig, Germany, 1793) 

(young Gauss)



What is a combinatorial interpretation? 

Wrong Answer:  anything that we can count!

Cherednik (2002): 
Combinatorics is the science of counting the possible arrangements and ways 
of organizing collections of anything (e.g., atoms, pebbles, star clusters).

Billey (Feb. 2021):  I never say  “It is an open 
problem to find a combinatorial interpretation for 
the Schubert coeff.”  They already count something! 

Billey to P. (Apr. 2022):  They count the number 
of points in a generic intersection of 3 Schubert 
varieties. 



What is a combinatorial interpretation? 

Wrong Answer: Popper:  A belief  needs to be 

disprovable in order to be scientific!

We need a formal definition!



What is a combinatorial interpretation? 

Correct Answer: #P (a notion in computational complexity)



What is #P? 



Where are our favorite problems? 



Other problems in                 ? 



Can we prove anything at all?  

Yes, now we can!



Our results (a sampler):



Case study:  Gessel sequence

DZ story



Case study:  generalized Gessel sequences



Thank you! 


